W E D D I N G

P O L I C I E S

A N D

C O N T R A C T

Bride’s full name___________________________________________________________________________________________	
  
Groom’s Full Name_________________________________________________________________________________________
Wedding date____/_____/____ Package cost before taxes. $______________________Deposit made.$____________________
Additional services and special notes___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
All images photographed by Dan Royer Photography and video in any representation, are property of Dan Royer Photography. We
keep all copyrights and right to reproduce and distribute images taken to our discretion. Copyright of images can be shared by
customer and photographer if purchased. Please contact us for our consent of copying, reproducing or publishing a photograph. For
no reason can any of our prints or data be reproduced without our consent including: scanning our prints for re-printing and
duplication of our DVDs. These actions are penalized by the law of The United States and other countries.
All weddings (Including engagement photo session) incorporate a personal event website; where the costumer can view, purchase
and share images from event. The amount of days the website is public will be determined by photographer’s discretion. Wedding
photo packages can also be arranged for additional time or services by the customer to satisfy personal preferences for the event.
Dan Royer Photography will apply a charge of $40.00 for each additional half hour spent at a wedding event later than agreed
package time at customer’s consent. A mileage fee of 50 cents per mile, measured door-to-door each way, applies to all photo
sessions. If the wedding trip requires an overnight stay a $100.00 charge will be submitted.
The reader understands that unexpected situations occur beyond the photographer’s control that may affect the results of the work
agreed, such as: technical failures, damaged photographic material, camera malfunction, loss of data or material due to accident or
fire, unwillingness to cooperate from the party being photographed or failure to show up at agreed time, accident or extreme illness
of the photographer. If by any of these acts the photographer fails to perform the completion of the package agreed; Dan Royer
Photography is not liable for more than the amount of money given by customer at the time this occurs; and refunds may not apply.
Although these possibilities may seem tragic; Dan Royer Photography maintains a very high quality standard and many precautions
are taken to avoid a “disaster” and to bring you the best possible images.
Dan Royer Photography accepts cash, major credit cards and payment by check. If check funds are not available, a $30.00 fee will
be applied to the invoice per bounced check.
To retain a date for wedding photography, a non-refundable 20% payment of package cost is required at the time of first meeting.
Our wedding services start by saving the day requested and specified on contract; therefore this deposit cannot be claimed if
future services are cancelled for ANY REASON. The balance of the package price will be due and payable nine days (At the closest
to wedding day) before the wedding. Customer will receive high quality prints (4x6 inch proofs) by appointment after event website
has been launched corresponding with the previously chosen package.
We do not set up appointments for engagements, families, seniors or infant sessions for Saturdays or Sundays, for Saturdays are
major wedding days, and Sundays our rest day. We will notify the customer when the final result is accomplished, and it may be
picked up from our location at an agreed upon time. Shipping of product is an option based on weight size, insurance, shipping and
handling charges. Shipping charges will be added to invoice at photographer’s-customer agreement.
The amount of time it will presume for the customer to receive edited results will depend upon the time of the year, busyness, and
difficulty of subject (Two weeks from session for photo editing and up to 18 weeks for video approximately). Designing the
professional albums is a very dedicated task and requires a great amount of skill and effort; each of them is created uniquely and
not as a pre-made template. Because of other weddings inconsistency to turn favorite images selection for album back to us, we do
not have an exact return time. But the matter can be discussed for status. Sometimes work is done faster than predicted, and
sometimes soon after; but we ask all customers to please refrain from threats or phone calls demanding finished work. And help us
to finish work faster by not asking us to call back to let you know that work is not yet done. We assure to call AS SOON AS
WORK IS DONE!
It is our goal to give you the best possible results. We are not responsible for any product unclaimed after 10 days of completion
notice. If this product represents an unpaid balance, additional charges may apply.
Please respect our privacy and the right to rest on Sundays (excluding those under a previous agreement or scheduled work for
that day). No business calls after 8:00 pm or before 10:00 am. Electronic mails is not 100% reliable and sometimes a great
number to sort. If we have received and read any regarding business; we will reply back at a near convenience. Please call us if you
are concerned about any not responded electronic mails.
Our greatest efforts are directed to portray the best of our profession to our customers and conformity with all these terms will make
your photo experience much more productive and satisfying.
Signature 1.-_____________________________Date ___/___/___ Signature 2.-__________________________Date ___/___/___
Photographer’s signature_____________________________________ Date ___/___/____
DAN ROYER PHOTOGRAPHY
PO Box 843, Dixon Illinois 61021. Phone, 815 284.9832 Electronic Mail, danroyerphoto@gmail.com	
  

